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Originally planted in Mexico City for furniture exportation through his design firm based in NYC, Mark Grattan stumbled upon something much more intriguing. Combined with Adam Caplowes’ curiosity of his Mexican heritage and lack of desire to work in finance, perhaps brought these opposites together. Within just a few months, the duo had began deploying ideas,

Vidi Vixi, the latin translation for “I have lived” or “I saw and I’ve lived” is intended to be an adaptation of what VIDIVIXI responds to most - “The vogue of modern living”.

“We saw what’s happened, past and present. Let’s live to respond to what we’ve experienced.”

VIDIVIXI is not above or disinterested in modern movements in design. We need them, and we celebrate these movements by creating objects that can easily live in a vintage, classic or modern lifestyle.
CAFE CON LECHE
Eight U-shaped curves interlock each other to create a square base structure. A series of bevels etched into the table help to emphasize the attaching points. A double pane bronze glass top is bordered with eased hardwood edges. Café Con Leche is made from oak hardwood, stained black and finished matte.
Docked en Rio has a fully upholstered bed frame. The cotton weave is stretched around a folded mattress frame inspired by traditional Japanese furniture. The form is composed of modular cross-sections with a walnut rail that accentuates the folding shape and a walnut top that adorns the headboard.
The Collectors’ Cabinet is constructed in blackened steel combined with a blackened oak cabinet fitted to its interior. The cabinet is weighed down with black marble and is intersected by the cabinets’ frame. One-way reflective bronze glass hugs the outsides of the frame and is secured with custom brass hardware. Horizontal hardwood panels attach from behind and create a strong graphic silhouette.
PACKSADDLE SIDE TABLE
A hammock-like wide leather strap supports a half circle form and is lacquered black. The leather straps are wrapped around T-shaped steel arms. A brass arm extends to support the cabinet door when open. The Packsaddle Side Table is accompanied with a bronze glass interior shelf and a bronze glass top.
PACKSADDLE SIDE TABLE
VIVIENS’ DINNER TABLE
Vivien’s Table is crafted from solid dyed oak tabletop encases two pieces of bronze glass that sits on eight hardwood oak legs. A concave profile carves the edges of the tabletop, and follows down the interior and exterior of the eight legs. The legs are paired and create linear negative space rotating around the elliptic apron that follows the contour of the tabletop.
VIVIENS’ DINNER TABLE
LENGTH
43” X WIDTH 43” X HEIGHT 13”

MATERIAL
OAK HARDWOOD, BRONZE GLASS

FINISH
BLACK DYE STAIN ON OAK

MADE TO ORDER / CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE

6,000 USD
DOCKED EN RIO

DIMENSIONS
QUEEN: LENGTH 92” X WIDTH 72” X HEIGHT 26”
KING: LENGTH 92” X WIDTH 107” X HEIGHT 26”

MATERIAL
100% COTTON, WALNUT HARDWOOD

FINISH
NATURAL LINSEED OIL ON WALNUT

MADE TO ORDER. CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE.

7,500 USD
COLLECTORS’ CABINET

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 72” X HEIGHT 84” X DEPTH 17”

MATERIAL
COLD ROLLED STEEL, BRASS, BRONZE GLASS, OAK HARDWOOD, SUEDE

FINISH
BLACK DYE STAIN ON OAK, BLACK PATINA ON STEEL

MADE TO ORDER / CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE

15,000 USD
PACKSADDLE SIDE TABLE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 24" X DEPTH 20" X HEIGHT 20"

MATERIAL
COLD ROLLED STEEL, BRASS, BRONZE GLASS, WALNUT, LEATHER

FINISH
BLACK LACQUER ON WALNUT, BRASS PATINA ON STEEL

MADE TO ORDER / CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE

7,290 USD
VIVIEN’S DINNER TABLE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 109” X WIDTH 48” X HEIGHT 29”

MATERIAL
OAK HARDWOOD, BRONZE GLASS

FINISH
BLACK DYE STAIN ON OAK

MADE TO ORDER / CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE

9,620 USD